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Cloud Catcher! 
 

 
 As soon as the bell rang at long last releasing us from the afternoon 
session I couldn’t run home fast enough, especially if just the right kind of 
clouds hovered above my head.  To the exasperation of the teacher, an even-
tempered old maiden, I was almost never paying attention nor joining the 
group activities going on around me.  I was lost in a private world of my 
own, almost always with my eyes focused on the sky I could perceive 
through the window.  At that time I was enrolled in a pre-kindergarten 
school, you know, a safe place where a busy mother drops off a child for the 
afternoon, just so she can get her shopping done, complete the daily chores, 
and perhaps start on the family’s supper.  At four, I remember, or rather I’ve 
been reminded often enough that I was a handful for anyone, let alone a 
loving mother, withdrawn at times as well as apparently the most wimpy 
child one could imagine.  It seems, again this is hearsay as I don’t truly 
recall it, (maybe I’d rather not,) I shed copious tears for the merest reason or 
for no reason at all.  It’s true too that my sweet mother also was indulgent 
enough to inform all those who commented on my propensity for shedding 
tears that ‘crying was the privilege of a child’.  Thank you, Mother, for your 
magnanimity, I’ll be sure to return the favour when in your dotage you start 
regressing and behaving like a child.  That will come too, won’t it? It’s 
supposed to be our fate in life.  Born as a child, living as an adult, and in turn 
dying as a child 
 
 Teacher, I won’t muse philosophical so as to bore you away from my 
tale, so let’s get to my glorious past as an enthusiastic even though 
ultimately failed ‘Cloud Catcher’.  So it was that each day when there was 
the slightest chance to catch a cloud, I ran home as quickly as my little feet 
would carry me.  It’s probable my later successes as the leading runner in 
Primary school was due to my early training, unplanned as it might have 
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been, still it was a fact.   My family lived then, as now, in a smallish town 
and the distance from my pre-school to the house was perhaps five hundred 
metres or so, but think about it, running that distance full tilt each day, five 
times a week and you have the makings of serious training, don’t you agree? 
Of course, I also had the gift of longish legs (of these I’m proud, especially 
today when I put on an elegant pair of stiletto heels to go along with sheer 
stockings and an above the knees skirt,) even as a child and that helped too.   
 
 At about this juncture you might want to know just when I’m going to 
get on with the story, the one you assigned as a mid-term writing assignment.  
You wanted an autobiographical event, something personal and here it is for 
what it’s worth, perhaps it might  even amuse you  to learn how I longed to 
snare and keep a cloud for myself.  Imagine that, to catch and keep a cloud!  
In reality I can’t quite fathom that mysterious urge, even today, and to be 
fair to you and myself, before sitting down to write this tale, I did spend 
considerable time dwelling into my past and trying to elicit some memory, 
some clue as to why I spent hours staring above, my little hands clutching 
the butterfly net made by my kindly Grand-father, held in readiness for the 
split second moment when I’d reach out and scoop out a little,  fluffy, white 
cloud (the best kind,) into the netting.   Perched on a vacant spot of Grand-
father’s Bonsai display platform, net held aloft, my legs well balanced, I’d 
practiced the move often, especially when the sky above offered nothing 
more than azure blue.  Always a disappointment but I didn’t let that prevent 
me from at least using that time to imagine my quarry first drifting within 
view, slowly approaching and then, SWOOSH!.  Ah, Gotcha! 
 
 By now you might also be curious to know what my obsession (for 
such it was,) was all about? Why did I lull myself to sleep with my last 
conscious thought about a little, fluffy, white cloud safely ensconced in my 
own small arms? In spite of my tender age, I’m rather certain that I knew 
then, precisely and without any second thoughts or fear of derision.  I 
wanted, no, I needed someone to love all to myself.  Loving my mother was 
spoiled by my father’s obvious love for her.  Loving my sister was sharing 
her with my parent’s obvious love for her too.  No, I wanted to love 
someone for myself, exclusively and absolutely.  I can’t tell you, Sensei, 
why it was so but it was so and come to think of it, catching a cloud for me 
to love alone was in fact an inspired thought.  Today, without fear of adult 
ridicule, I categorically state I was an astonishingly precocious child, or 
perhaps gifted by God, to have dreamed  up that idea.  Had I chosen to love 
a cat, a dog, or even a hamster, I knew that I could never lay claim to loving 
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my pet exclusively without anyone else getting a piece of it.  My mother 
would have fed my fluffy kitten when I wasn’t there; my father might have 
taken the frisky puppy out for a walk; my sister could easily have petted my 
cute hamster while I wasn’t looking.  No, obviously that would have ruined 
any sense of absolute proprietorship; of, dare I say it? Total control and 
absolute exclusivity!  No, I wanted to love my very own so that it in turn 
would love me and me alone!  Amateur psychiatrists, would-be behavioural 
scientists might have fun analysing my motives, furrow their brows as they 
might but I promise they’d come up with absolutely the wrong conclusions.  
Today I can claim with the utmost of equanimity that I was totally within my 
rights to wish for exclusive love, given and taken.   
 
 You might now have somewhat more empathy,  perhaps a touch of 
admiration, oh, not for me, as I am today, but for that sensitive little girl who 
somehow came up with that most judicious and profound choice.  A little, 
fluffy and white cloud that she alone could capture, tame, love and teach it 
to love her in return.  The little cloud would be safe in her arms; she’d take it 
to bed with her and keep it from drifting far away, out of sight.  She 
wouldn’t let it get lost or, worse even, to be caught and surely eaten up by 
others, bigger and hungrier.  Big, black clouds especially were the worse.  
They always would sneak up on the little ones and sometimes slowly (that 
was the worse pain,) or at other moments ever so swiftly, gobble up the little 
ones so they disappeared forever.   
 

Those were frightening moments and when it would start to thunder 
and lighting flashed across the roiling sky, the little clouds were crying out 
as the black ravenous pack shred them to pieces to better devour them.  Even 
then I wanted to stay at my post, hopeful perhaps my little cloud would 
somehow escape.  My mother would take me by the hand and murmur what 
a strange daughter she had, one who didn’t know enough to get out of the 
rain.  My nose pressed against the window, when the rain came down, I 
imagined my little friends were all weeping in unison.  And then I too would 
start crying and crying; I’d heave such heartfelt sighs as to make my mother 
feel sad too.  Now I wonder if she too didn’t carry hidden sorrows too 
private and profound to be shared.  Softly she’d come and wrap me in her 
arms and shush me and whisper little endearments and hum a song of 
innocence until I’d at last heave one more sigh and forget about my cloud, 
but just until the next day.   
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Wise teacher, perhaps this might be as good a time as any to confess 
that not since has it felt so good and safe to be in anyone’s arms but my 
mother’s.  Oh, yes, you might want to know when it was that I finally grew 
out of this foolishness.  I know it, precisely, and it was all because an adult 
displayed a crass insensitivity, a behaviour  belonging to adults that seems as 
I’ve discovered since, invariable and constant.  It’s my contention and I’ll 
never stray from this idea that adults have not the smidgen of a worthy idea 
on how to intelligently interact with children.  At the risk of sounding an 
ingrate, parents simply don’t ever truly understand the individual person that 
also happens to be their biological creation.   Parents don’t understand their 
child, not really, not fully at all, not the profound little creature who is trying 
so hard to develop a unique personality, to learn about and understand what 
this vast world and the myriad people in it are all about.   Moms and Dads 
only know the smiling and cute child they procreated, the result, hopefully, 
of a moment of mutual tenderness and physical love.  They are happy 
enough when that child is healthy, good-natured and even more grateful if 
that little child seems intelligent enough to learn how to cope with the 
vagaries of life on their own sooner than later; especially a clever child that 
will prove not to be an emotional burden, the worse of all troubles that can 
be visited on parenthood.  

  
One day, weeks and months into the solitary quest, an adult (I won’t 

tell on him/her) came along and insisted on knowing about my secret 
mission.  “I’ve been watching you for a long time.  You’re standing here, 
staring at the sky, why? Oh, look! Here’s another beautiful butterfly.  It 
almost landed on your nose.  Quick, catch it? You’ve got a net.  Use it, you 
silly goose.”  He reached for my net but I snatched it away.  He jeered, 
“You’ll never, ever catch anything but a cold.  Suit yourself.  I won’t help.”  

 
I remember thinking that person simply didn’t understand and 

obviously was blind to my real quest.  Yet, an inner voice insisted, ‘Don’t 
tell what you really are hoping to catch.  He’ll (okay, now you know it was 
yet another foolish male,) not understand and make fun of you.’  “I don’t 
want to catch a butterfly.  The net will break its wings.”  

 
“Then what do you want to catch?”  He looked around, almost 

sniffing the air, “Hmm, how about that bumble bee? But be careful, it might 
get so angry it will sting your nose so it will grow three times its size.  And,” 
feeling the need to be nasty to a child, snickered, “your snotty nose is big 
enough as it is. Ah!”   
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That bit of witticism was accompanied by a coarse belly laugh 

shaking an oversized paunch.  It was also at that moment I smelled the stale 
whiff of a man who was a steadfast drinker and I’ve never got over it, to this 
day.  I resolved to get rid of that unwelcome intrusion into what had always 
been my private space by resorting to a tried and true method.  I began to 
bawl.  In fact I bellowed loud enough for mother to come out and whisk me 
away.  

 
Somewhat unnerved by my tears, he retreated on wobbly legs. “Hey,” 

he called out to my father, “Your youngest is a dreamer.  Be sure to teach 
her about the real world.  Anyway, I need a drink!”  He’s not worthy of 
further mention except to say he was nosey and tactless, barely tolerated by 
his neighbours, a sentiment camouflaged behind a veneer of civility.  I’ve 
since discovered there appears to be one such in every neighbourhood.   

 
 Brushing by the bully, I heard my brave mother snap, “Why don’t 

you leave her alone? She was happy enough until you needlessly interfered 
in her life.”  I was so proud at that moment and loved her so much.  I wished 
then I could love her all to myself but I knew it could never happen as long 
as Father and all the others were there too.  
  
 The next day I was back at my post but something had changed, it was 
imperceptible but I no longer had the same confidence that as long as I was 
faithful to my post that my exclusive, little, fluffy, white cloud would come 
along.  I’d always expected that special moment would be so right, so 
absolute, that I’d simply have to hold my net up and my little friend would 
climb in, gently yet eagerly.  I almost expected to hear it laugh and look at 
me with the utmost of friendly eyes.  Until that day, hour upon hour, I’d 
waited for the right one but it hadn’t shown up and yet I was absolutely 
confident it was only a matter of time, it was just over the horizon, sensing 
my presence and slowly but happily drifting to me.   I could image it too was 
scanning over the countryside, peering into my town, looking for the little 
girl in the dainty blue dress it intuitively knew was so patiently waiting.   
 
 But the day after that awful man had invaded my space, I felt he’d left 
behind a bad aura.  It hovered over and about me and my posting.  You may 
be thinking, what is she talking about? Where did she dredge up such 
complex insights? She was only four years old, barely more than a suckling 
baby.  Yes, I was, and yes, deep inside, intuitively, subconsciously, in any 
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way or shape or form you wish, I knew nothing would again be the same.  I 
understood then what I know today, the magic was gone.  Yet, that day as I 
took up my posting, net ready, I peered skyward and it was a particularly 
auspicious sight that greeted me.  Above, a long, lovely band of small, fluffy, 
and white puffballs slowly meandered directly overhead.  Since adulthood, 
when I’ve seen another such cloud formation, I’ve always associated it with 
a flock of sheep I’d once sighted in the Pyrenees.  A shepherd, ambled along, 
never looking back, the sheep meandered, head down, grazing, nipping a 
blade of grass here and there, followed, trusting and submissive, tethered to 
the sound of the lone ‘cloche’ hung about the oldest, wisest ewe.   
 

I was then ‘in love’, taken on my first European tour by the man, he 
about whom you will learn nothing.  Why the secret? I’m only listening and 
acting on his words, “Every woman must have and protect a mystery in her 
past that belongs to her, alone.”  I could tell you much more about that 
particular notion, but it has worked for me.  As it turns out, that thought 
alone was worth every moment I spent with him.  For one thing it has helped 
me weed out the noxious pretenders to my tender love.  Any woman reading 
this would enthusiastically acknowledge there can’t be any greater gift.  
Imagine, a kind of magic formula, that allows you to decide, without fail, 
whether any particular man is worthy of you? As soon as the pretender 
insists on knowing all the details of your past life, claiming it’s out of love, 
then and there the axe falls down, swift and as lethal as the guillotine on 
Marie-Antoinette’s flighty head.  

 
I’ll admit I’ve purposely led men into the minefield of intrusive 

questioning and never have I been disappointed.  Not one yet has failed to 
disqualify himself from gaining my trust and love.  Not one of them as yet 
has come close to gain my love, given to one man and one alone, an 
exclusive and all-encompassing gift.  It surely can’t surprise you now to 
learn that as a four year old I had already conceived a notion of  pure love; 
one when I would give all to one chosen man, freely and generously the best 
of me.  The ‘me’ in my name, Nami, who has actively, passionately sought 
to be all she could be in this life.  Yes, the ambitious me, the intuitive four 
year old now a mature young woman who assiduously, sometimes bravely, 
has in the intervening years sought to make ‘Knowledge’ her friend.   Your 
words were true, dear Sensei, I can avow ‘Experience’ is the only reliable 
guide to follow on the path towards individual growth.    
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That day, looking upon the multitude of choices above my head, I 
began to tremble.  Tears soon streamed down both cheeks; my world became 
opaque, I could hardly see.  The individual clouds became blurred and I 
despaired of finding the ‘one’ I’d been waiting for all this time.  As soon as I 
wiped away the tears more tumbled down – I was inconsolable.  So many 
years later, as I write this for you, my compassionate teacher, I feel a twinge 
in my heart for the little, innocent me.  A rising wind blew then  and I felt as 
if frigid fingers scraped at my cheeks and I knew then and there ‘my’ cloud 
was slipping past, fast and soon fatally beyond my reach.  

 
For the first time in all of those months and months of waiting, I thrust 

my net as far up as I could.  In swooping motions I swept a wide swatch 
across the sky, reaching for my cloud and to my everlasting confusion my 
friend kept evading the net.  Even when I’d been sure to cast the net over it, 
inexplicably it refused to stay in and each time slipped through the mesh.  
Time and time again, I had it for the time of a heartbeat and each time, with 
each expelled breath, it escaped.  I held my breath as long as I could but, as I 
gasped for air, it vanished.  It was then that I understood, totally and without 
a shadow of a doubt, I’d never, ever in my life catch my little, fluffy, white 
cloud.  I dropped the useless net at my feet and without looking up went 
inside.  I found my mother and curled up in her arms.  I didn’t cry but fell 
asleep.  For once, an adult, my mother, understood and didn’t ask any 
questions.  The next day coming home from kindergarten I glanced toward 
my Grand-father’s Bonsai display, there where I always stood.  The net had 
disappeared but I didn’t care.   

 
Grief, no matter how deeply felt by a little child, is evanescent; what 

one moment was so sorrowfully real soon is no more than a desert mirage 
that evaporates as quickly as a child’s tears.  
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